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Abstract: 
 
 
This Master thesis proposes a solution to manage variabilities of software product 
line applications. The objective of the research is to support software decision 
makers in handling additional software complexity introduced by product line 
architectures. In order to fulfill this objective an approach to analyze, visualize, 
and measure product line specific characteristics of the C/C++ source code are 
proposed. The approach is validated in an empirical experiment using an open 
source software system. For that purpose the approach is first implemented into 
M-System-NT®1, an existing software measurement tool developed at Fraunhofer 
Institute for Experimental Software engineering. The target hypothesis of the 
research master thesis to perform static analysis of C/C++ source code, 
measure traditional and product line measures to identify the correlation 
between measures and indicate the fault proneness.   
 
Keywords: software measurement, software product lines, variability, 
commonality, M-System-NT 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the area, goal and the structure of our research thesis. 
Moreover this section also discusses the selected problem, hypothesis and our 
proposed solution. 

1.1 Preface 
Software industry is growing day by day along with the expectations of the 
customers for the high quality products with in short time and low budget. Yet the 
problem of maintaining successful rate in the industry is still alive. In the 
beginning of software engineering the products were developed using single 
product engineering concepts. Each time for every new product a new design was 
implemented because there was no concept of reusability. With the passage of 
time products become larger and more complex. This increase in size and 
complexity has negative impact on software development productivity, effort and 
schedule. To cope with these challenges researchers started considering known 
from the manufacturing industry the product line engineering concepts as the 
solution that might be adopted to improve quality and productivity of software 
development processes. For the time being product line approach was considered 
as the good solution to adopt but with the passage of time some feature interaction 
and composition problems are identified [Robak & Franczyk, 2001].   

1.2 Management of software product line 
Product-line-based applications are composed of sub-products (generic 
components), which are integrated with each other. This integration increases the 
run time complexity of the product, which affects the performance and quality of 
the product. To handle the problem of unsatisfactory results and resolve the 
complexity of product line software application a good quantitative management 
approach is required. This quantitative approach should be capable of analyzing 
the results by calculating the measures. 

1.2.1 Measurement 
Measurement is a potential analytical solution to software project management. 
Measurement-based approaches support project managers in analyzing project 
performance in a quantitative manner. Measurement provides software 
practitioners with objective, repeatable way to characterize, control, and improve 
software processes and their outputs. Successful project management is, in turn, 
the base for meeting aforementioned market demands [CHAOS, 2005]. 
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Quantitative project management is actually the way towards the successful 
project management.  It applies measurement analysis to predict the minimum 
possible cost and time required for software application development.   

            “You cannot control what you cannot measure” [DeMarco, 1982] 

Measurement starts with definition of quantitative objectives and follows the top-
down specification to define respective measures. Measurement can be applied to 
all artifacts of the software development life cycle to measure the performance 
and improve the quality. It allows characterizing and controlling in a quantitative 
manner to achieve the organization’s business goals by mapping them to software 
and measurement goals by using such approaches as for example GQM [Basili et 
al., 1994]. Measurement allows stating quantitative organizational improvement 
objectives and decomposes them down to measurable software process and 
product characteristics. This helps project managers to track their improvement 
and mitigate potential risks. 

1.2.2 Software product line 
Software product line is one of the most recent paradigms initiated in late nineties 
to meet market demands (cost, time, quality). The idea of software product line 
was originated from the industrial product line approach. Originally, product line 
was the strategy adopted by the hard good manufacturers to produce hard goods in 
short time but with high quality. The main theme was just to assemble the already 
designed parts of the good to make a new good. This idea of reusability forced 
software practitioners with a constructive means to adopt product line approach 
and produce high quality software products within less time and cost. 

In product line approach software development life cycle splits in to two 
concurrent phases, development for reuse and development with reuse. 
Development for reuse is applied in domain engineering where as the 
development with reuse is applied to application engineering [Kolb et al., 2006]. 

Software product line is defined as the family of products designed to take the 
advantage of their common aspects and predicted variability [DM & CTR, 1999]. 
Commonality and Variability are two key properties of software product line. 

Commonality: represents the common (similar) functionalities in a line of 
products and leads to the concept of reusability and standardization. For example, 
every data base application has to implement a DBL2  to communicate with the 
relational database management system. If DBL is designed by keeping the 
                                                 
2 Database link layer used to retrieve, insert and delete records from a relational database management system. 
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concept of reusability in mind then it can be used in every kind of data base 
application instead of writing new DBL each time from scratch. As result this will 
save the time and the cost.  

Variability: represents the differences across the line of products. In order to have 
the better understanding of variability we can take the example of already 
developed a software product line based java application M-System NT discussed 
in section 3.2. This application takes java source code as an input, analyze the 
input source code and then visualize the results. The process of taking input and 
visualizing the results is same for every input which represents the common 
behavior   whereas the process of analyzing the source code is different for each 
input which represents the variable behavior of the product line application. 
Variability is identified during the domain engineering and exploit during the 
application engineering [Pohl et al., 2005]. Variability is resolved by binding from 
domain engineering to application engineering. The point of time during 
development lifecycle where variability is resolved is called a Binding Time. 
Basically binding time refers to the time at which the decisions for a variation 
point are made [Chakravarthy & Eide, 2006]. Binding can be perform at compile, 
link, run and update time. Moreover variability is divided in to external, internal, 
discrete, continuous and abstract types [Becker et al., 2001]. 

1.3 Problem Definition 
Software product line provides a way to develop higher quality software products 
at lower cost and in less time but at the same time it also introduces the additional 
level of complexity that may reduce or eliminate potential productivity gains. In 
product line engineering multiple sub-products have to be developed and 
integrated with each other. Managing the process of integration of products is one 
of the complex tasks. Software practitioners have little support to cope with this 
additional level of complexity and gain maximum benefit out of it. Some 
researchers explicitly claimed some solutions to these problems (see section 2) but 
those are still not promising to adopt. 

In Order to quantitatively manage the variabilities of software product line 
system, it is mandatory to analyze all the components and the features of the 
system to identify and trace the variation points. According to the scope of our 
research (section 1.5) we are only interested in dealing with C/C++ based product 
line applications. Some approaches like relation based, static scanning and 
Columbus (discussed in section 2.2) exists to analyze the preprocessed C/C++ 
code. Yet, these have some limitations. Relation-based approach, for instance, 
deals only with the object oriented C++ code. 
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One of the main problems regarding project management is the source of 
communication. When the code is analyzed then we need to have the output in an 
understandable format. The best way to deliver the result is to represent in the 
graphical way. Some approaches are available to visualize the data in graphical 
way by producing two and three dimensional effects. These approaches are 
implemented in tools like 3D representation for software visualization like 
TUAnalyzer and CodeCrawler (section 2.3). But these are examples of standalone 
approaches not particularly dedicated for visualizing the variabilities of 
preprocessed C/C++ code. Despite, through literature review, we could not find 
such dedicated approaches. 

1.4 Goal of thesis 
The goal of this research thesis is to propose an approach to analyze, visualize and 
measure software product line artifacts to support software practitioners with 
effective and efficient management of software product lines. We also tried to 
prove that the quantitative management can be helpful in the process of decision 
making for both strategic and implementation levels. A successful quantitative 
management implementation can be capable of producing high quality software 
applications with in less time and low cost. 

1.5 Scope of thesis  
The focus of the research is limited to the implementation phase of the software 
development process, and specifically on the software developed in C/C++ 
language. We are considering the preprocess source code of only C/C++ language 
to analyze, visualize and measure.    

1.6 Proposed Solution  
After deep analysis of above discussed problems in section 1.3, we are in a 
position to propose an approach based on quantitative management to analyze 
software product line characteristics. A comprehensive solution to aforementioned 
problem we propose in this thesis consists of three elements. First software 
artifacts, such as design or code should be analyzed with respect to SPL-related 
elements (e.g., variation points), and their properties (size, complexity). Then 
visualization mechanisms should be optionally provided to give a software 
practitioner insight into the software on the SPL abstraction. Finally, 
measurements of SPL-specific software characteristics related to certain 
objectives (e.g., software maintainability) should be provided to give software 
decision makers a basis for quantitative software management. 
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1.7 Hypothesis and Empirical Evaluation  
Our main hypothesis is that proposed in this thesis approach will provide effective 
support to software practitioners in quantitatively managing the software product 
lines. One of the applications of traditional measurement is monitoring the level of 
certain software qualities early in the software development process. 
Measurement of software code characteristics, such as complexity or coupling, 
may indicate potential reliability and maintainability problems of the delivered 
software [Briand & Wüst, 2001]. We claim that measurement may be analogically 
applied to SPL if appropriately adapted (i.e., when appropriate analysis and 
measurement methods are provided). This leads us the following hypotheses: 

H1: Static analysis of software product line application characteristics indicates 
internal and external software product line qualities. 

H2: Measure traditional and software product line measures of software product 
line application and indicate the correlation between them. 

H3: Indicates fault-proneness of software product line application by analyzing 
the progress of different available versions.  

Proposed in this thesis approach is to be validated in the empirical experiment. 
For that purpose we will go through example of typical software management 
scenario. We specify it using the GQM template: 

Object: Analyze software C/C++ source code 

Purpose: for the purpose of characterizing 

Focus: fault-proneness 

View point: from the perspective of project manager 

Context: in the context of the open source software development 
 Table 1: Example objective of the empirical 

evaluation                     

1.8 Tool Support  
In order to validate the proposed solution in this thesis, an appropriate tool support 
is required. For that purpose, an existing measurement tool called M-System NT 
[Wickenkamp, 2004] was modified and improved to provide respective analysis, 
visualization and measurement functionalities of preprocesses C/C++ code. 
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1.9 Structure of thesis 
Chapter 2: Related work – In this chapter we have presented a review of the 
most relevant literature on the existing approaches to support software 
practitioners in quantitatively managing the software product lines. We have 
discussed the literature that is related to: analyzing preprocessed C/C++ source 
code, visualizing the software product line elements present in the of C/C++ 
source c ode and product measure specific for software product line in sections 
2.2 and 2.3. We have provided the strengths and weaknesses of methods discussed 
in reviewed literature. 

Chapter 3: Quantitative Management of Software Product Line – In this 
chapter we have provided the detailed description of our proposed overall solution 
to quantitatively manage software product line 3.1. We have described our 
proposed approach based on three main components analysis, visualization and 
measurement in sections3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. We have also described the 
designed approach architecture in detail and focused on already implemented 
relevant solution M-System NT to our problem by Fraunhofer IESE in section 3.2.  

Chapter 4: Tool Support – In this chapter we have presented an overview of the 
tool required to be implemented based on our proposed approach of the thesis as 
the final practical solution to the target problem. In the beginning of the chapter 
we have described the implementation objectives (in section 4.1) of our proposed 
solution. Then provide the overview of decided requirements specifications (in 
section 4.2) to implement in the form of a tool. We have also explained the over 
all designed architecture, flow, sequence of events and component view of the 
system in sections4.3 4.4. 4.5 and 4.7Finally in the end of the chapter we have 
concluded with the implemented resultant number of features of the present 
solution and also listed down the number of features (in section 4.8) which we are 
unable to implement due to limited time scope of the thesis. 

Chapter 5: Empirical Evaluation – In this chapter we have provided the 
information about the validation of our proposed solution against selected 
problem of quantitative management for software product line. The first section of 
the chapter 5.1 describes the detailed hypothesis of the thesis. In the second 
section 5.2 we have presented the actual goal of the empirical evaluation. Next in 
section 5.3 we have presented the study design consisting on the context of 
empirical evaluation, defined measures, defined visualization and study 
procedures. The proposed model of this research thesis is evaluated by 
implementing the study design in analyzing the software applications developed 
in C/C++ languages. In the end of the chapter we have listed down the obtained 
results after analyzing an open source freely available application Irrlicht. 
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Chapter 6: Summary and Further Work – At the beginning of the last chapter 
of this master research thesis, we have provided the over all summary of the 
thesis. Then we have summarized the results of the thesis research and draw 
several conclusions. Furthermore at the end of this chapter we have proposed the 
direction and recommendations regarding the potential future work. 
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2 Related work 
This chapter provides the information about the already available related research 
work with respect to the scope of our research thesis as discussed in section 1.5. 
The criteria for choosing the related work depend on the most relevant literature 
which is described in section 2.1. Relevant quantitative management approaches 
for software product lines, methods to quantitatively analyze the generic software, 
collect respective measures and visualize the analysis and measurement output are 
discussed. 

2.1 Review Design 
2.1.1 Review Scope 
We have decided to review only the most relevant literature with respect to 
proposed solution and the scope of our research thesis as already discussed in 
sections 1.6 and 1.5. We start collecting the explicitly available relevant literature 
from internet using Google [Google, 2006] and Wikipedia [Wikipedia, 2006] 
search engines. We have queried these engines with some keywords and 
statements like software product line, quantitative management, preprocessed 
C/C++ code, analysis, visualization, measurement. As the result, we have found 
some journal publications by several research groups of some universities and 
institute like Fraunhofer Institute of Experimentells Software Emgineering, 
Institute for Advanced Computer Studies Department of Computer Science 
University of Maryland College Park Maryland, Informatik Universität 
Kaiserslautern Germany, Carleton University Systems and Computer 
Engineering, University of Utah, Department of Electrical Engineering University 
of Minnesota, Electrical and Computer Engineering Iowa State University, 
Carleton University Systems and Computer Engineering, Université du Québec à 
Montréal Département d'informatique, Universit `a di Milano Bicocca, George 
Mason University, University of Szeged, Universit¨at Wien Institut fur 
Informationssysteme, Technical University Zielona Góra, Institute of Computer 
Science and Management, Univ. of Bern, Universitat Zurich Institut fur 
Informatik and selected conference papers of Working Conference on Reverse 
Engineering  IEEE and Iternational conference on software engineering. First we 
start looking for available categorized sources and as an outcome we were 
resulted with these above mentioned sources. Then we start collecting the 
explicitly presented information by these sources and as the result we have 
identified around 35 relevant research papers which created the review population.  

Yet, due to time limitations it was not feasible for us to read and analyze this 
amount of literature. Therefore, we decided to select the most relevant literature. 
To filter the literature with respect to high relevancy, we defined a formal criterion 
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for reviewing the literature. We first read the abstract and summary/conclusions of 
reviewed publication. While reading the abstract we were looking for the 
keywords like software product line, quantitative management, preprocessed 
C/C++ code, analysis, visualization, measurement and variability. Moreover we 
were also interested in the literature which explicitly copes with analyzing, 
visualizing and measuring variabilities from preprocess C/C++ source code. From 
the population of 35 research papers, after the implementation of our defined 
review criteria we were able to select the sample of 8 papers for detailed review. 

2.1.2 Review Criteria 
During detailed review, we put emphasis on the validity of the proposed in 
literature solutions. We have briefly described the method proposed by the author 
in the selected literature (Method). We have also described to what extent a certain 
approach can be used to solve our problem (Relevancy). If described method is 
considered as relevant method its strengths and weaknesses are additionally 
presented. We can use the strengths as the plus points to our thesis work while we 
have decided to come up with our own solution as the replacement of weaknesses. 

2.2 Quantitative Analysis 
2.2.1 Relation-based Approach: [Succi & Liu, 1999] 
Method: Relation-based3 approach proposed for simplifying the metrics 
extraction from the C++ object oriented code. In this approach relations are 
designed like prolog clauses to describe the language entity relationship. This 
approach is implemented in 4 steps as shown in Figure 1. 

C++ preprocessed code treated as input to the parser. 

1. Parsed code as the output from parser is treated as the input to relations 
set. 

2. Relations are generated as the output from relation set which then input to 
Analyzer. 

                                                 
3 Relation is the interaction between language entities such as classes and methods 
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3. Calculate the desired metrics like LOC, NOC etc. is the final output. 

 

Figure 1: Relations-based approach 

Relevancy: Relation based approach is relevant to the scope of our research 
thesis. 

Strengths:   

• Use of parser to parse the C++ code  

• Concept of relations (prolog clause formats) which increases the code 
readability, optimization and search speed  

 Weaknesses: 

• deals only with object oriented code C++ code and not consider the 
procedural/structured code 

• Never calculates measure from C language 

2.2.2 Static Scanning Approach: [Viega et al., 2000] 
Method: Static scanning approach breaks a non-preprocessed C/C++ code file 
into a series of lexical tokens and then matches the patterns in that series of 
tokens. Matching of code is added by hand, so non-regular patterns can be 
recognized. It does not use the real parsing techniques because of less false 
negative rate and to support interactive programming environments. The resultant 
series of tokens are then matched with already existing vulnerable database. Static 
scanning approach is validated with the implementation of ITS44. 

                                                 
4 ITS4: A tool for statistical scanning to find out the vulnerabilities from C source 
code.   

 

Parser Relation Set Analyzer
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Source 
Code 
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Relevancy: Static scanning is a special purpose approach only to find out the 
vulnerabilities from C/C++ code and is not relevant regarding the scope of our 
research. Moreover, authors explicitly mentioned, that this approach is not 
sophisticated enough to handle complex conditional expressions poorly suited for 
static analysis in multi threaded environment and also the database have some 
limitations.  

2.2.3 Columbus: [Ferenc et al., 2004] 
Method: Columbus is a reverse engineering framework to extract the facts from 
preprocessed C++ code. It acquire the project information is indispensable way to 
carry out the extraction process. The process of facts extraction consists of five 
consecutive steps where each step uses the output (results) of the previous one as 
the input. These steps are shown in Figure 2 and described below 

1. The source code of a software system is usually logically split into a 
number of files and these files are arranged into folders and subfolders. 

2. Input files are processed and the C++ information is extracted which then 
corresponded in schema instances and saved in appropriate files.  

3. These schema instances are linked to each other.  

4. Filtration is performed to the instances with respect to the element 
categories. 

5. Schema instances become ready for further processing by transforming in 
to other formats. 

6. Columbus framework is validated through the implementation of a 
command line tools to analyze the C++ source code. 

Relevancy: Columbus offers an extendible framework for fact extraction and 
transformation from C++ code but it never completely help us in solving the 
problem of our research thesis.  

Strengths: 

• The method can be used for reverse-engineering purposes to study the 
structure, behavior and quality of the C++ code.  
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• This method can be used to track the evolution of design decisions 
between the architectural level and the implementation level of a software 
system written in C++ [Ferenc et al. 2002]. 

Weaknesses:  

• This method does not recognize some design patterns written in C++ like 
iterator and observer [Ferenc et al. 2002]. 

 

 

 Figure 2: Columbus 
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2.3 Visualization 
2.3.1 TUAnalyser & Visualization: [Gschwind et al., 2004] 
Method: Gschwind, Pinzger and Gall presented an approach to visualize the 
extracted information from C++ source code.  GNU C/C++ compiler first extracts 
the information from preprocessed C/C++ source code and stores it into RSF 
format. This RSF format then passed as input to Graphviz5 to produce visual 
output. 

Relevancy: This approach is a combination of some already existing approaches. 
Yet, this has some relevancy to our research work. We can adopt this 
methodology to visualize our results but the dependency on other tool based 
approaches forced us to think about some other possibility. 

Strengths: 

• This approach can be used for querying and analyzing the source code 
model graphs.  

Weaknesses:  

• This approach can only be used to resolve template instantiations and 
virtual method calls. 

2.3.2 CodeCrawler: [Lanza et al., 2005] 
Method: This approach is based on a tool called FAMIX6 and used to visualize 
the C++ object oriented source code. This approach visualizes the software 
metrics and other source code semantics in lightweight 2D & 3D and polymeric 
views.  

Relevancy: This approach is relevant to our research thesis with respect to the 
visualization point of view. But like TUAnalyzer (section 2.3.1) it is also based on 
a tool based approach FAMIX. To accept this as the solution to our problem we 
need to look in to the strengths and weaknesses of FAMIX.    

Strengths: 

                                                 
5 Graphviz is a tool to visualize data [Graphviz., 2006] 

6 FAMIX is implemented in the Moose reengineering environment and used to models object oriented 
languages such as C++ and Java [Ducasse et al., 2004]. 
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• This approach is a language independent; it can be reused for other 
languages as well. 

• Visualize the coupling between the modules of C++ 

Weaknesses:  

• This approach can not analyze procedural code completely only consider 
the classes. 

2.4 Measurement 
2.4.1 Polymorphism Measure: [Benlarbi S. & Melo W., 1999] 
Method: Polymorphism measure method is used to identify the software 
reliability problems in the early stages of software development life cycle. The 
measurement has been categorized into Static polymorphism and Dynamic 
polymorphism. Static polymorphism based on the compile time and dynamic is 
based on the runtime binding decisions. Five metrics are initiated to combine the 
early identified polymorphism forms with inheritance relationship. Polymorphism 
measure is especially for the C++ based software applications.     

Relevancy: Polymorphism measure seemed to be good only in dealing with 
polymorphism (static and dynamic). Yet, this is not the ultimate goal of our 
research thesis. So according to our observation this approach never contributes to 
our solution.    

2.4.2 Assessing reusability of C++ Code:  [Fatma & David, 2002] 
Method: Fatma and David have presented a method for judging the reusability of 
C++ code components and assessing indirect quality attributes from the direct 
attributes. Method is divided into two phases. First phase is used to identify and 
analytically validate a set of measurements for assessing direct quality attributes. 
The second phase identifies and validates a set of measurements for assessing 
indirect quality attributes. Moreover, a set of relations is also provided which 
maps directly measurable software quality attributes to another set of quality 
attributes that can only be measured indirectly. This method is validated in the 
publication via an empirical study conducted on C++ code components. 

Relevancy: This method can be useful in identifying the reusable C++ code 
component because it identifies the set of measurements for object oriented source 
code components that measure static, syntactic attributes of the code. Yet, this 
methodology is only applicable for the object-oriented code and as explicitly 
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stated by the author it also requires to be improved with respect to the new 
features of the C++ language.  

2.4.3 Evaluation of Object Oriented Metrics: [Denaro et al., 2003] 
Method: Giovanni, Mauro and Luigi analyzed the relationships between the 
object oriented metrics defined by Chidamber and Kemerer [Chidamber & 
Kemerer, 1994] and fault-proneness across three different versions of this target 
application. Authors collected the data from three different versions of RC and 
performed system and integration testing, and then stored the faultiness data in 
database. Whenever a fault was revealed, references to the version under test and 
the corresponding faulty code were traced in the database. Authors evaluated the 
impact of each single metric on the fault proneness of the software modules, and 
used multivariate statistical models for understanding whether the conjunct use of 
set of metrics can explain fault-proneness better than a single metric alone. For 
multivariate analysis they use logistic regression equation. 

 P(M is faulty) = e C0 + C1M1 + … +  CnMn  / 1 + e C0 + C1M1 + … +  CnMn   

In the end authors explicitly concluded with result that none of the OO metrics 
performs better than LOC in anticipating fault-proneness and to the best of our 
knowledge, our study represents the first empirical evaluation of OO metrics on 
an software system of industrial size. 

Relevancy: Authors have presented an approach in the literature to analyze the 
measures from object oriented code which can be helpful in our research work. 
But as whole this approach does not seemed to be relevant to our research thesis. 

2.5 Summary   
The goal of our research is seemed to be unique because there is no such 
information explicitly available by the researchers which claim to analyze, 
visualize and measure the variabilities from the generic software application 
programmed in C/C++. The reviewed literature doesn’t provide much information 
about the comprehensive management approaches for product line management, 
analysis of generic software and visualization for obtained results of measurement 
analysis from generic software components made in C/C++. The above discussed 
related work does, however, help and provide some approaches in analyzing the 
C++ code, visualizing the data. Yet, none of the reviewed research directly deals 
with problems defined in this thesis. 
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3 Quantitative Management of Software 

Product lines 
This chapter provides the detailed description of our proposed solution to perform 
quantitative management for software product line. We have presented the 
analysis, visualization and measurement as the three main components of the 
overall solution in sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. Moreover we have also 
described the already implemented at Fraunhofer IESE solution (M-System) to 
our problem by. 

3.1 Approach overview 
We have deeply analyzed the problems defined in our research thesis (section 1.3) 
and now become in a position to propose a systematic approach as the solution. 
The aim of our approach is to support software practitioners with comprehensive 
approach to cope with additional software complexity introduced by SPL-related 
mechanisms, and thus, let them gain maximal benefit from applying SPL 
paradigm. Our proposed approach provides a systematic way to analyze and 
visualize the variabilities of the system. This systematic way actually treats the 
preprocessed code to identify, trace and resolve the variabilities. We have decided 
to treat the preprocessed C/C++ code to manage the variabilities with the 
application of our approach. Our proposed approach consists of three major 
components as shown in Figure 3 analysis, visualization and measurement.  

3.1.1 Analysis 
Process to analyze preprocessed code is initiated in the first component.  During 
the analysis the source code is analyzed to identify the software product line 
characteristics, especially those that contributes to code complexity (on the SPL 
level) and also contribute to decrease the quality of the code. To meet the 
requirements of the first components of the proposed approach, preprocessed 
C/C++ source code is analyzed to identify the variation points which can be then 
very helpful in decreasing the complexity and increasing the performance of the 
code.      

3.1.2 Visualization 
Next component of our proposed approach the analyzed and measured results are 
visualized. Major goals of this component are related to provide the qualitative 
support for experts to manage software product line code.  These goals are: 
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1. Visualization of analysis results to support experts with analyzing SPL-
related software structure like dependencies between variation points 
represented in C / C++ and coupling of modules presented in the form of 
graphs. 

2. Visualization of measurement results like size of code, number of classes, 
sub classes and structures etc. obtained from preprocessed C/C++ is 
presented in pie chart, bar chart and scatter plots. 

3.1.3 Measurement 
The goal of measurement is to provide quantitative support of experts by 
calculating the measures of preprocessed source code. The qualitative 
visualization support might be insufficient for very complex software where for 
example graph representation would be complex and hardly feasible to analyze. 
To cope with this problem and for goal oriented definition and interpretation of 
software measures we have decided to use an already existing measurement 
approach Goal Question Metrics (GQM) [Basili et al., 1994]. With the application 
of GQM the measures of already analyzed preprocessed C/C++ is calculated.   

3.2 Tool support 
Our proposed approach is required to implement in the form of a tool. This tool 
should be capable of treating preprocessed C/C++ source code as an input, and 
then analyze the source code, measuring the variabilities and visualize the results. 
It is very difficult to analyze the product line based software applications 
developed in C/C++ language because of the unpredictable and complex nature of 
these languages.     

Fortunately we were able to find out an approach towards the quantitative 
management has already been provided by Fraunhofer IESE, which is 
implemented in a tool called M-System. The job of M-System NT is very much 
similar to job of our proposed solution. Yet, the major difference is of handling  
only the headers and macros as the variants of C source code and the resultant 
information is still not sufficient to provide effective support to software decision 
makers.  

To implement our proposed solution instead of writing the new tool from scratch 
we decided to use M-System NT as the base line. Our aim is to implement the 
proposed solution in way that will improve the performance and increase the 
number of features of existing M-System. After the inclusion of our proposed 
solution in already existing M-System, the new M-System NT will be capable of 
not only handling the include operators and macros in C/C++ source code in more 
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robust way but also be able to identify the variation points from artifact, 
components, classes, struct and unions. 

Proposed architecture as the solutions is divided into three main layers as shown 
in Figure 3, M-System-Analyzer, M-System-Measure and M-System-Visualize. 
These three layers work in a sequence to have the final results. In the start the 
preprocessed source code of software applications based on product line 
architecture and developed in C/C++ language is given to the application as the 
input. M-System Analyzer first treats the input source code and analyzes the 
source code with respect to the grammar of the C/C++ language. To analyze the 
source code M-System Analyzer is further divided in to three more internal layers 
M-Component, M-Lexer and M-Parser, these three layers are also works in a 
sequence like main layers. M-Component divide the input source code into a 
number of possible components, then each component is picked up by M-Lexer to 
tokenize and verify the code with respect to the grammar. These tokens are 
considered by the M-Parser to verify and understand the semantic of the source 
code with respect to the rules of grammar of respective language.    

These analyzed results as the output if the M-System-Analyzer is treated as the 
input of the second layer M-System-Measurer. The job of this layer is to take the 
already analyzed code and calculates the measures. These measures are actually   
the variation points pointed out from the input preprocessed C/C++ source code.  

The final output of the M-System-Measurer is then treated as the input of the third 
component M-System Visualizer. This component is responsible for displaying 
the obtained results in visual diagrams like tree maps, tree graphs and pie charts in 
two dimensional effects.   

We have also added one more additional layer M-System-DB to support the main 
three layers of the proposed architecture. This layer is important with respect to 
the implementation point of view. M-System-DB is connected to all three main 
layers and standing as middle layer in the architecture. It is used to store and 
maintain the obtained results after the analysis and measurement in relational data 
base management system. These stored results then passed to the M-System 
Visualizer to produce the results.  

We propose this architecture as one of the comprehensive solution to the problem 
of our research thesis  
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 Figure 3: Design of Proposed Tool  
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3.3 Summary 
We proposed an approach to quantitatively manage software product line. Our 
proposed approach as discussed above is consists of three main components 
Analysis, Measure and Visualize. These components work together in a sequence 
to extract the information about the variabilities of the system developed in C/C++ 
language. To observe the strengths and weaknesses of proposed approach, it is 
required to have a real time implementation in the form of a tool. Because of shot 
time for the application development, the better idea is to take the already 
implemented a related solution M-System NT by Fraunhofer IESE. Update the 
already implemented system by enhancing and modifying it according to our 
proposed architecture.  
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4 Tool Implementation 
This chapter starts with the information about the implementation objectives of 
our proposed approach in the form of a tool. Then provide the decided 
requirements specifications for the implementation of tool. This chapter also 
describes the over all designed architecture, flow, sequence, component view and 
used tools & technologies in the development of the system. Finally the chapter 
concludes with number of implemented features present in the current version 
solution and also describes the list of features, which are still required to be 
developed. 

4.1 Implementation Objectives 
The main objective is to implement our proposed approach as the technical 
solution by enhancing the already implemented M-System NT. More over our aim 
is to testify our approach by practically analyzing and measuring the variabilities 
from C/C++ source code and presenting the variation points by visualization.    

4.2 System Requirements Specification 
It is required to design and develop an application which should be capable of 
taking preprocessed C/C++ code as an input. Analyze the input source code with 
respect to the grammar of the C/C++ language. Then store the obtained results as 
the outcome of analysis part in the relational database management system 
(RDBMS). By manipulating with the already stored results in RDBMS, try to 
resolve the variabilities and represents the output in an understandable graphical 
way. 

This application is required to be a platform independent application which can 
run over windows, Linux and UNIX platforms. More over to avoid the licensing 
issues and minimize the cost of implementation, the application should be 
developed using open source and freely available tools and technologies.  

Application is required to be consisting of a number of features.   

4.2.1 Required Features  
1. Platform independent desktop application 

2. Select C/C++ project consisting of file(s).  
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3. Read, analyze and generate token from each input file with respect to the 
grammar of C/C++ 

4. Parse generated tokens to understand the semantic of the input source 
code with respect to the parser rules 

5. Identify and resolve variabilities from preprocess C/C++ code while 
dealing with the artifact, components, features,  headers, macros, 
variables, operators, comments, loops, conditions, methods, functions, 
parameters, arrays, pointers, structures, unions, enumerators, classes and 
namespaces. 

6. Store the results automatically in to relational data base management 
system 

7. Provide options to retrieve and manipulate already stored results from 
relational database by writing and executing queries 

8. Calculate the measures of input source by retrieving the parsed data from 
database 

9. Visualize the results in the possible diagrams like Bar chart, Pie Chart, 
Tree Graph and Tree maps   

4.3 System Architecture 
The measurement system’s architecture is designed to identify the variation points 
from preprocessed C/C++ source code through conditional compilation. The 
existing M-System NT system only supports to analyze Java source code. After 
the implementation of new proposed architecture, new M-System NT will be 
capable to analyze measure and visualize the variabilities of preprocess C/C++ 
source code.  New system architecture as shown in Figure 4 is designed by 
following the proposed approach of research thesis. The system architecture 
consists of nine main components which are  

 File System 
 ZAC_Lexer 
 ZAC_Parser 
 ZAC_Model 
 ZAC_Resolver 
 Factory 
 Edit 
 Database 
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 Visualization 
 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

                        

 Figure 4: System Architecture 

Some components are newly designed and required completely to be implemented 
which are ZAC_Lexer, ZAC_Parser, ZAC_Model, and ZAC_Resolver. Some 
components are already designed and developed by M-System NT but we just 
have to modify them according to our requirement which is database structure in 
relational database management system and visualization. Some components are 
designed and developed by M-System NT and we just have to use them which are 
File System, Factory, Edit and DB Interface.  

These nine system components are described individually  

4.3.1 File System 
File system presents the over all file and directory structure of system. By using 
this option we can view the entire available files and directories present in the 
hard drive more over by using this feature files/directories can be selected to pass 
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4.3.2 Factory 
Factory presents the hierarchy of the selected file system consisting of files or 
directories. By using this feature the selected files are further forwarded to the 
next feature (ZAC_Lexer) for further processing. M-System NT has also already 
implemented this feature and we have just used it to fulfill the requirements.   

4.3.3 ZAC_Lexer 
Factory fetches the selected preprocessed C/C++ source code to ZAC_Lexer. This 
component breaks source code in to a number of tokens with respect to the 
grammar of C/C++ language.  The structure of ZAC_Lexer comprised on lexer 
rules which are defined inside the lexer grammar.  

4.3.4 ZAC_Parser 
The outcome of ZAC_Lexer consisting on the number of generated tokens is then 
to ZAC_Parser to analyze the semantic of C/C++ source code. The job this 
module is some how similar to the job of the ZAC_Lexer. It takes the input in the 
form of syntax tokens, processed to divide these into functional components and 
build an abstract syntax tree according the set of rules. More over it also performs 
semantic analysis comprised on some rules called Parser rules. . 

4.3.5 ZAC_ Model 
This component is concerned with maintenance of the results obtained from 
ZAC_Parser. The job of ZAC_Model is to build the over all code model 
according to the structure of relational database based on the analyzed source 
code. Then store build code model into the relational data base management 
system. As shown in the Figure 5, code model is comprised of four main elements 
and sixteen sub elements. These elements are designed according to the 
grammatical structure of preprocessed C/C++ source code. 

First element is the sub-system which represents a new complete system build in 
relational database management system after the analysis of preprocess C/C++ 
source code. Sub-system is followed by the namespace (if present in the code 
other wise a default namespace is assumed with the name of project), namespace 
is followed by artifact, artifact is followed by the component. Components contain 
the rest of sixteen sub elements. 

Include presents the header files used in the C/C++ source code, Macro element 
contains the directives, defines and decisions. Class elements contain the 
information about the classes created in the source code. Like wise classes 
structure contained the information about struct and union presents the unions 
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created inside the code section. These three elements (class, structure and union) 
are followed by their respective features, code flows and expressions. Feature 
represents the declarations, flow presents the over all code flow and expression 
represents the all expressions created in the code section. 

 

 Figure 5: ZAC_Model   

The template element contains the function and class templates present in the 
code. Enum presents the enumerators of the C/C++ source code.   

When the code mode is build according to present relational structure of RDBMS 
and then it just passed to the database to store. More over the outcome of 
ZAC_Model is also treated by ZAC_Resolver as an input to resolve the relations.   

4.3.6 ZAC_Resolver 
After analyzing and storing the results obtained from the C/C++ source code in to 
relational database management system, the next very important step is to 
implement a component which can resolve the relationship between the source 
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code files (if there are more than one file used). Because above steps are sufficient 
if we are analyzing only a single file or all the files of the project one by one by 
but identifying the relationship between them. To resolve the interdependency 
relationship between the source code files of the project ZAC_Resolver is 
proposed. This component is very much helpful in reducing the complexity level 
and managing variabilities by resolving the relationship between the source code 
files. The relationship can be identified by resolving headers used in the source 
code files, identifying the declared macros and following the inheritance (parent 
child relationship) of the used classes. 

4.3.7 Edit 
M-System NT has already implemented the edit component. The job of edit is to 
provide the interface to write and execute quarries to extract the desired 
information from the relational database management system.   

4.3.8 Database 
M-System NT has already implemented a relational database structure to store the 
results obtained. We have extended and modified the already available relational 
database structure with respect our need, like we need to store the information 
about the include, macro, struct and unions which can not be handled by existing 
database management system. The over all structure of relational database which 
is used to store the information about the system, relations and code elements like 
Class, Feature, Expression   is still remain same..  

4.3.9 Visualization 
This component is to display the qualitative information in a visual and graphical 
form. The aim of the design and development of this component is to present the 
results in an easily understandable way. The key job of this part is to actually 
display the identified variation points to manage the variabilities. This component 
is already built in the already available M-System NT; we have just and displayed 
the results with some modifications. 

4.4 System Flow  
System flow describes the actual over all flow of all available features presented 
in the system. It describes what is the starting point of the system, how it will 
proceed to perform certain actions to meet the desired objective.  

As shown in the Figure 6, it starts with the analysis part (recommended if user is 
analyzing the data first time), the source code is first verified as the right C/C++ 
source code. Then is verified source code is passed to ZAC_Lexer to analyze the 
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syntax of source code and generate the syntax tokens according to the grammar of 
C/C++ language. Then from ZAC_Lexer the obtained result in the form of tokens 
is passed to the ZAC_Parser for further processing. ZAC_Parser understands the 
semantic of source code by analyzing the input source code tokens. Then from 
ZAC_Parser the obtained results are passed to ZAC_Model. This feature is used 
to structure the analyzed source code according to the structure of relations in the 
relational database management system. Then the built structure as the out come 
of the ZAC_Model is stored in to the relational database management system.  

These results then can be extracted from the relational database management 
system by writing and executing the queries in the visualization section. After 
verification the query is executed to get the respective results from relational data 
base. The obtained results are then displayed in selected mode of visualization like 
graphs and charts. Further more to calculate and present the measures in 
visualization, the measure based query is required to write. This will pass to query 
validation and execution process, and then the extracted results will be displayed 
using visualization..  
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                        Figure 6: System Flow Diagram 
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4.5 System Sequence  
System sequence section describes the actual sequence of events fired in side the 
system to obtain the desired output. As shown in Figure 7, the working sequence 
of all the events of the over all system is quite simple. In the start, the system 
analyzes the preprocess C/C++ code and then automatically store the obtained 
analytically analyzed results in to the relational database. These stored results can 
be extracted and forwarded to visualization to produce graphical results. After 
storing in relational database and displaying the result in graphical way the control 
goes back to the start.   

 

 

 Figure 7: System Sequence Diagram 

From the start there is also an event can be fired to produce the visual results 
directly without analyzing and storing the results in relational database 
management system.  
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4.6 Tools and Technologies  
After the deep analysis of specified system requirements and to make of our 
development process fast and reliable, we have decided to select some open 
source tools and technologies for the implementation of design and development 
of application. We searched from internet and succeeded in finding some relevant 
open source freely available tools and technologies for the development of the 
system.     

We have decided to use Sun Microsystems’s production Java 1.4 development 
tool kit for the development of the application in Java language, because Java is 
an object oriented, freely available and platform independent language. So every 
product which is developed the java language is able to run on every standard 
operating system like Microsoft Windows, UNIX and Linux etc. [Java, 2006] 

To handle large amount of data with in the table structures in an application in the 
independent way we have chosen the freely available MySql relational data base 
management system [MySql, 2006]. Further more we have also decided to use 
freely available libraries ANTLR [ANTLR, 2006] compiler to take advantage of 
processing our written grammar and in producing the lexer and parser for the 
application, DBGen [DBGen, 2006] to produce java bean classed with respect to 
the relational database structure built in MySql relational database management 
system and Graphviz [Graphviz, 2006] to product the visual results in graphs and 
charts.  

4.7 Component View 
Components are actually the building blocks of the system. With respect to the 
software development point of view the whole system consists on the 
implementation of five main components and three sub components as shown in 
Figure 8.   
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              Figure 8: Component Diagram 

Java run time component is required to run the java applications, ANTLR library 
component is used to write the lexer and parser based on the grammar f C/C++ 
language. DBGen is used to produce the communication mechanism between the 
M-System NT and MySql relational database management system. Graphviz 
library is used to visualize the results by generating charts, graphs and maps.    

4.8 Implemented Tool 
We have implemented the new version of M-System NT according to the 
designed system architecture presented in section 4.3. Currently newly 
implemented version of M-System NT is capable of taking C/C++ source code as 
an input. Analyze the source code by generating tokens using ZAC_Lexer and 
then perform parsing using ZAC_Parser. Produce the code model by using the 
ZAC_Model based on the analyzed results. Then the code model is stored in the 
relational database management system, which then can be edited and visualize. 
The over all main graphical user interface look of the new M-System NT is shown 
in Figure 9. 
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 Figure 9: M-System NT  

This tool is developed but the implementation part is not hundred percent 
complete, because C/C++ language is a big and complex language and it is very 
difficult to implement a system in a short time span which will be capable of 
analyzing any kind of preprocess C/C++ source code. The features which are 
currently provided in the current version are listed below in section 4.8.1. 

4.8.1 Provided Features 
The new version of M-System NT is a platform independent application. It is a 
desktop application with the user friendly graphical user interface. Feature which 
are currently provided in the implemented tool are  

 Directory structure of the system 
 File/Directory selection 
 Scanning of selected files 
 Dividing the selected input number of components 
 Analyze each components separately 
 Store the resultant information of each component in to 

the relational data base management system 
 Provide options to connect to the relational database 

management system 
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 Provide options to manipulate (insert, delete and select)  
the stored results in RDBMS 

 Provide option to build new queries to extract information  
 Provide option to save updated or newly written query 
 Provide option to add new query group 
 Provide option to alter already built query group by 

adding new quires or by removing some already make 
queries. 

 Provide option to resolve Include, Parameter, Feature, 
Declaration, Namespace and Inheritance 

 

While analyzing the input (as we already have mentioned above that the analyzer 
is composed of lexer and parser) preprocessed C/C++ code, the following 
elements of the code is analyzed by both the lexer and parser. 

 Artifact 
 Namespace 
 Component 
 Include 
 Define 
 Macro (Directive) 
 Feature 
 Class 
 Structure 
 Union 
 Expression  
 Parameters  
 Throw 

 

After analyzing the mentioned code elements the following results can produced 
in graphical ways. General software characteristics like number, size, declaration, 
type of artifact, namespace, component, include, define, directive, feature, class, 
structure, union, expression, parameter and throws. By manipulating this stored 
information the information about system, size, complexity, inherited behavior 
and coupling can be displayed in tree maps, graphs and charts. Available options 
to manipulate with results are  

System Information 

 Files present per sub system 
 All databases exists in RDBMS 
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 All relation exists in database  
 All system relations exists in database 

Size Measure 
 Over view of the whole system including number of Files, 

classes, methods and attributes. 
 Number of artifacts in the whole software application 
 Number of components in the whole software application 
 Number of Namespaces in the whole software application 
 Number of include in the whole software application 
 Number of macros in the whole software application 
 Number of Classes in the whole software application 
 Number of  Include in the whole software application 
 Number of  Parameter in the whole software application 

 
Complex Measure 
 

 MCC – Measures the number of control paths in 
application [VanderWiel et. al, 1997] 

 WMCOM- Measure the number of internal class 
complexity based on number of methods and statements.  

 
Inheritance Measure 
 

 CLD - Class to leaf depth; Measure the depth of each leaf 
associated with the tree consisting on the nodes of class of 
application 

 DIT – Depth of inheritance; Measure the ancestors of the 
classes of the application 

 CIR - Class inheritance relationship; Measure each class having the 
relationship with other class in the application 

 Number of inherited methods in classes of the application 
Coupling Measure 

 NOC- Number of children; measure the direct descendent for 
each class 

 NIT- Namespace inheritance tree; Measure the number of 
ancestors of the name spaces of the application  

 NOA – Number of Artifacts; Measure the number of artifacts and 
direct descendent for each artifacts 

 Measure coupling between caught exceptions of classes of 
application 

 Measure coupling between attributes of classes of 
application 
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 Measure coupling between methods in classes of 
application 

 
Graphs 

 Graph of all class inheritance relationship of the 
application 

 Graph of namespace relationship of the application 
 Graph of coupling  between the attributes of classes of the 

application  
 Graph of  coupling between of features of the application 
 Graph of parameter and feature of the application 

Tree Maps 
 Classes of the application along with their components 

and features 
 Classes and Sub classes of the application 
 All   the artifacts of the application  
 All the artifacts with respect to their file size used in the 

application 
Chart 

 Artifact size and number of features contained in the 
classes of the application  

 Available Feature with respect to specified type of of the 
application 

 Code Flow, type and count of feature of the application 
  

4.9 Summary 
The system design consisting of architecture, flow, sequence and components of 
our propose approach, based on the specified requirements is completed. The 
implementation of the design has also been performed which resulted in a tool as 
a new version of M-System NT. This new version is capable of analyzing the 
C/C++ source code as an input and produces the visualized output consisting on 
the verification points. In the next chapter 5 we have performed the empirical 
evaluation of our approach using this implemented solution by analyzing a real 
time already developed C/C++ application as an example. More over we have also 
described the implemented features of the system and also listed down the feature 
which are left for the future work due to short time in the final chapter 6 summary. 
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5 Empirical Evaluation  
This section provides the information about the validation of our proposed 
solution against selected problem of quantitative management for software 
product line. The imperial evaluation is performed in this chapter in four steps 
goal, study design, executions and analysis. In the beginning of the chapter 
already presented hypothesis of the research thesis is again discussed then the 
actual of empirical evaluation is presented. Next, the designed study structure to 
perform empirical evaluation is presented which is then executed to obtain results.  
In the end of the chapter the concluded analyzed results are presented in a 
summarized way. 

5.1 Hypothesis 
As we have already mentioned in section 1.7, that the main hypothesis of this 
research thesis was about to propose an approach capable of providing an 
effective support to software practitioners in quantitatively managing the software 
product lines. We have already claimed the research hypothesis in three pints H1, 
H2 and H3, which are 

H1: Static analysis of software product line application characteristics indicates 
internal and external software product line qualities. 

Hypotheses H1 helps the practitioners is way that a software application can 
analyzed and proved to be a product line application by statically analyzing the 
preprocess source code of the application. 

H2: Measure traditional and software product line measures of software product 
line application and indicate the correlation between them.. 

Hypothesis H2 helps practitioners by calculating the traditional and product line 
measures, which gives information about coupling relationship between the 
variation points of the software product line application. Moreover it also helps in 
identifying the relationship between the product line and traditional measure to 
conclude with the information that these both measure have some correlation with 
each other or not. The information about the correlation with each other helps in 
identifying that both the traditional and product line measure should be calculated 
to resolve the coupling complexity or traditional measures are sufficient to 
calculate. 

H3: Indicates the increase/decrease in fault-proneness of software product line 
application by comparing the results of calculated measures. 
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Hypothesis H3 helps the practitioners in way that it concludes with the 
information related to the error proneness of the software product line application.  
This helps the practitioners by providing the information about error proneness of 
current software product line application by statically analyzing and calculating 
the traditional and product line measures of preprocess source code of available 
different versions.  

5.2 Goal of Empirical Evaluation  
The main goal of our empirical evaluation is to investigate the presented 
hypothesis of the research thesis. The investigation process is performed by using 
software application developed in C/C++ as the input to currently developed 
version of M-System NT. Then in order to verify that hypothesis in a practical 
context we have to first present the observed general software characteristics 
obtained from the static analysis of input source code. Then from these have to 
identify and present the product line base characteristics of input source code. By 
using the general and product line source code characteristics, then have to 
calculate the traditional and product line coupling and complex measures. On the 
basis of observed results we have to identify the correlation between the 
traditional and product line measures. Then in the end, try to find out the fault-
proneness of the input source code.   

5.3 Study Design 
To meet the goal of the empirical evaluation we have designed a study structure. 
According to the designed study structure, we started with required context and 
the information about the data used for empirical evaluation in section 5.3.1. Then 
we have decided about the some traditional and product measures in section 5.3.2 
which will be calculate form input source code in the empirical evaluation. Then 
we have finalized the study procedures with respect to the above mentioned 
hypothesis and to meet the goal objectives of empirical evaluation in section 5.3.3.  

We have decided to perform the empirical evaluation in two experiments by 
executing the study procedure twice. The observed experimental results of both 
the experiments are provided in section 5.4 and 5.5.  

After the completion of both the experiments the analysis is performed in section 
5.6. The obtained results of both the experiments are analyzed. We have only 
selected and investigated some important factors that have some significant effect.   
Then in the end the conclusive summary based on the over all experimental 
observations are presented in section 5.8.  
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5.3.1 Context of Evaluation  
We have used two available source code versions (1.0 & 1.1) of an open source 
application Irrlicht developed in C/C++ language as the context for the evaluation. 
Irrlicht is a cross-platform high performance real time 3D engine developed in 
C++. The Irrlicht Engine is a powerful high level API for creating complete 3D 
and 2D applications like games or scientific visualizations. Irrlicht is available to 
use in C++ and Microsoft .NET languages. It comes with an excellent 
documentation and integrates all the state-of-the-art features for visual 
representation like dynamic shadows, particle systems, character animation, 
indoor and outdoor technology, and collision detection. All this is accessible 
through a well designed C++ interface, which is extremely easy to use [Irrlicht, 
2006]. We have considered the header and implementation source files of Irrlicht 
with the same name as the single software module. We have passed the whole 
application’s source code as input to our application to observe the results.  

To perform the empirical evaluation M-System NT is required to be installed and 
in properly working conditions. All the required packages should be deployed and 
activated accordingly, such that the M-System NT can start without any problem. 
Pentium[R] 4 CPU 3.40 GHz, 2.00 GB of RAM and Pentium[R]3 CPU 730 GHz, 
128 RAM base systems are used in the empirical evaluation. It is a platform 
independent application, so it can run on any operating system, but as the whole 
development as well as the empirical evaluation process of M-System-NT is 
performed on Microsoft Windows platform so we recommend Windows platform 
to use to run the application  

5.3.2 Defined Measures 
As we have already discussed in section 5.2, that we have to calculate the 
traditional and product line measures. So, in this section we have defined some 
traditional and product line measures which we will calculate of input source 
code. We have chosen some measures to calculate the coupling relationship 
between the variation points of the product line application from all currently 
available traditional and product line measures. The information about the 
selected traditional measure is given in Table 2. 

Traditional Measure  Definition Comments 
Coupling    
CLD It refers to the Class leaf depth. 

CLD is actually used to measure 
maximum number of levels in the 
hierarchy that are below the class. 

We expect that the CLD 
helps in the indication of 
fault proneness. Because A 
class with many ancestors 
is more likely to be fault-
prone than a class with few 
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ancestors [Briand et. al, 
2001]. So Increase in the 
number CLD can cause the 
increase in the complexity 
of the software which then 
can be resulted in more 
fault proneness. 

NOC It refers to the number of children 
of class. NOC is used to measure 
the direct descendent for each class. 

NOC helps in the indication 
of the fault proneness. 
Lower the rate of fault 
proneness if higher the rate 
of NOC [Basili et al., 
1996].  

DIT It refers to the depth of inheritance 
tree. DIT is used to measure the 
ancestors of the class. 

DIT helps in the indication 
of fault proneness. The DIT 
was found to be very 
significant in [Basili et 
al., 1996], it means that 
the larger the DIT, the 
larger the probability of 
fault-proneness in the 
software. 

 Table 2: Defined Traditional Measure 

The information about the selected product line measure is provided in Table 3. 

Product Line Measure Definition Comments 
Coupling    
NIT NIT refers to the Namespace 

inheritance tree. NIT is actually 
used to measure the number of 
ancestors of the name spaces.  

NIT can also be very 
helpful in the indication of 
fault proneness. Because 
name space is one of the 
major components of any 
product line software. 
Application. Because every 
component like class, 
library etc of the application 
exists inside the namespace. 
If the number of namespace 
will increase, then the 
number of ancestor 
namespaces will also be 
increased which will result 
in much complexity.  So if 
the NIT will increase it may 
possible then the number 
fault proneness will also 
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increase. 
NOA NOA refers to the number of 

artifacts. NOA is used to measure 
the number of artifacts used and to 
measure the direct descendent for 
each artifacts.   

Each artifact of system 
represents the each file of 
the system, like class and 
include file. If the number 
of artifacts will increase 
most probably the number 
of dependencies between 
the artifacts will also be 
increase, which ultimately 
causes the increase in 
complexity. So higher the 
number of NOA higher will 
be the probability of fault 
proneness in the product 
line system.  

CIR CIR refers to the class inheritance 
relationship and measures the 
relationship of each class with other 
class. 

Class inheritance 
relationship becomes more 
complex if the number of 
ancestors classes will 
increase, especially in the 
case of multiple inheritance 
when a child class will be 
having more than one 
parent. So, CIR can be very 
helpful in the indication of 
fault proneness because of . 
the number of CIR will 
increase the probability of  
fault proneness will also be 
increased   

 Table 3: Defined Product line measure 

5.3.3 Defined Visualization 
In this section we have defined some modes of visualization to present the 
obtained results after the static analysis using M-System-NT. We have decided to 
use three modes of visualization for the presentation of results. 

1. Graph 

2. Bar Chart 

3. Tree Map 

In graph the whole all the attributes can be presented along with their relationship 
with other attributes. This representation can be helpful for the software 
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practitioners in observing the complexity of relationships between attributes like 
relationship between used namespaces, inheritance relationship of classes etc.  

Bar charts can also be very helpful in the presentation of quantitatively measured 
results like number of artifacts used in product line application with respect to 
their size etc.  

Further more tree maps can be very helpful for practitioners in observing the over 
all structure of the product line application like visualization of all the files used in 
the project are drawn with respect to their size and type. 

5.3.4 Study Procedures 
The empirical evaluation is performed by implementing the following steps: 

1. Perform the static analysis of the input preprocess C/C++ source code.  

2. Calculate and present the general software characteristics of analyzed 
source code 

3. Visualization of defined visualization modes representing some results 
obtained from static analysis of the software characteristics of the input 
source code. 

4. Calculate the measures of input software product line application.  

a. Traditional measure 

b. Product line measure 

5. Analyze the observed results during the experiment. 

6. Interpretation of results with respect to the hypothesis.  

5.4 Execution of Study design using Irrlicht 1.0  
In this section we have performed the experiment based on the defined study 
procedures in section 5.3.4 and presented the result obtained after the 
implementation of each step of the study procedure.  
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5.4.1 Static Analysis of Irrlicht 1.0 
The preprocessed source code of Irrlicht 1.0 is input to the M-System NT and 
statically analyzed. As the result of analysis some response variables are identified 
which then automatically stored in the relational database management system. 
The identified response variables are consisting on the number of namespaces, 
include, defined macros, directives, macro expressions, classes and declarations of 
variables and statements. The results are of static analysis are presented in Table 
4. 

Characteristics Number 
Response Variables   Total 
Artifacts 776 
Namespaces 8 
Components 561 
Decisions 703 
Define Macros 609 
Pragma Directives 11 
Macro Expressions 402 
Classes (Class, Struct, Union) 333 
Include 1027 
 

 Table 4: Software Characteristics of Irrlicht 
1.0 

5.4.2 Visualization of software characteristics 1.0 
In this section we have presented some already defined visual diagrams in section 
5.3.3 of the results based on the static source code analysis of the Irrlicht 1.0. 
These diagrams are drawn chaotically to present some of the whole results in 
visualization produced by the M-System.  

As shown in Figure 10 the all namespaces of Irrlicht 1.0 are plotted in a graph. 
Each node of graph is representing a namespace and each arrow between the 
nodes is representing the relationship with each other. This graph help 
practitioners in understanding the structure of namespace inheritance. As shown in 
the Figure 10 there are 8 namespaces in over all project, default namespace 
behaving as the parent namespace for his children namespaces include, jpeglib, 
libpng, MacOSX and zlib. Further more MacOSX is also behaving as the parent to 
his child namespaces MacOSX.xcodeproj and MainMenu.nib.  
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 Figure 10: Namespaces of Irrlicht 1.0 

 

The total number of artifacts is drawn in a bar chart as shown in Figure 11. The 
bar chart consists of 775 red lines; each red line is representing an artifact and the 
length of each red line represents size of respective artifact used in the Irrlicht 1.0. 

 

 Figure 11: Artifacts of Irrlicht 1.0 
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Complexes graphs based on all the used 1026 include along with their relationship 
with each other with respect to the namespace are presented in Figure 12. 

 

 Figure 12: Include of Irrlicht 1.0 

All the files used in Irrlicht 1.0 are drawn with respect to their type and size are 
drawn in a tree map as shown in Figure 13 like files represented in the blue 
represents the header files (“.h” files), light green colored files represents the used 
C files (“.c” files) . 
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 Figure 13: File tree map of Irrlicht 1.0 

5.4.3 Calculate defined traditional measures of Irrlicht 1.0 
In this section we have calculated the already defined traditional measures of 
Irrlicht 1.0.  We have mapped the measurement results in Table 5. Further more 
the used SQL queries in M-System to calculate the measures are also presented in 
the Table 5.   

Measure name Query  Results 
Coupling SQL Total 
CLD SELECT Class.Package, Class.Name,1+max(Inherits.ParentIndex) AS 

CLD  
FROM Class JOIN Inherits ON Class.Id = Inherits.TypeId 
WHERE Class.SubSystemId = 321 
GROUP BY Class.Id 
ORDER BY CLD DESC 

66 

DIT SELECT Class.Package, Class.Name, count(*) as DIT 
FROM Class JOIN Inherits 
ON Class.Id = Inherits.ClassId 
WHERE Inherits.SubSystemId= 321 
GROUP BY Class.Id 
ORDER BY DIT DESC 

232 

NOC SELECT Class.Package, Class.Name, count(*) AS NOC FROM 
Inherits JOIN Class 
ON Inherits.TypeId = Class.Id 
WHERE Class.SubSystemId = 321 

64 
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GROUP BY Class.Id 
ORDER BY NOC DESC 

 Table 5: Traditional Measures of Irrlicht 1.0 

   

5.4.4 Calculate defined product line measures of Irrlicht 1.0 
In this section we have calculated the already defined product line measures of 
Irrlicht 1.0.  We have mapped the measurement results in Table 6. Further more 
the used SQL queries in M-System to calculate the measures are also presented in 
Table 6.  

Measure name Query  Results 
Coupling SQL Total 
NIT SELECT Package1.Id as ParentNamespaceId, Package1.Name 

as ParentNamespaceName, 
       Package2.Id as ChildNamespaceId, Package2.Name as 
ChildNamespaceName 
FROM Package as Package1 JOIN Package as Package2 
ON Package1.Id = Package2.ParentId 
WHERE Package1.SubSystemId= !Id! 

7 

NOA SELECT  
ParentPackage.Id as  Node1, "box" as shape1, "filled" as style1, 
"white" as color1, ParentPackage.Name as label1,"1" as group1, 
Package.Id as Node2,        "box" as shape2, "filled" as style2, 
"white" as color2, Package.Name       as label2,"1" as group2 
FROM Package as ParentPackage JOIN Package 
WHERE ParentPackage.Id = Package.ParentId AND 
Package.SubSystemId= !Id! 
 
UNION 
 
SELECT  
Package.Id as Node1,                "box" as shape1, "filled" as 
style1, "white" as color1, Package.Name as label1,"1" as 
group1, 
CONCAT("aid", Artifact.Id) as Node2,"box" as shape2, "filled" 
as style2, "green" as color2, Artifact.Type as label2,"2" as 
group2 
FROM Package JOIN Artifact 
WHERE Package.Id = Artifact.PackageId 
AND Package.SubSystemId = !Id! 

783 

CIR SELECT  160 
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parent.Id as Node2, parent.Name as label2, 
son.Id as Node1, son.name as label1 
FROM 
Class as son JOIN Inherits 
ON son.Id = Inherits.ClassId 
JOIN Class as parent 
ON parent.Id = Inherits.TypeId 
 
WHERE son.SubSystemId= !Id! AND Inherits.ParentIndex=0 

Table 6: Product line measure of Irrlicht 1.0 

5.5 Execution of Study design using Irrlicht 1.1  
5.5.1 Static Analysis of Irrlicht 1.1 
The preprocessed source code of Irrlicht 1.1 is input to the M-System NT and 
statically analyzed. As the result of analysis some response variables are identified 
which then automatically stored in the relational database management system. 
The identified response variables are consisting on the number of namespaces, 
include, defined macros, directives, macro expressions, classes and declarations of 
variables and statements. The results are of static analysis are presented in Table 
7. 

Characteristics Number 
Response Variables  Total 
Artifacts 698 
Namespaces 7 
Components 482 
Decisions 445 
Define Macros 447 
Pragma Directives 10 
Macro Expressions 276 
Classes (Class, Struct, Union) 207 
Include 532 
 Table 7: Software characteristics of Irrlicht 

1.1 

5.5.2 Visualization of software characteristics of Irrlicht 1.1 
In this section we have presented some already defined visual diagrams in section 
5.3.3 of the results based on the static source code analysis of the Irrlicht 1.1. 
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These diagrams are drawn chaotically to present some of the whole results in 
visualization produced by the M-System. 

As shown in Figure 14 the all namespaces of Irrlicht 1.1 are plotted in a graph. 
Each node of graph is representing a namespace and each arrow between the 
nodes is representing the relationship with each other. This graph helps 
practitioners in understanding the structure of namespace inheritance. As shown in 
the Figure 14 there are 7 namespaces in over all project, default namespace 
behaving as the parent namespace for his children namespaces jpeglib, libpng, 
MacOSX and zlib. Further more MacOSX is also behaving as the parent to his 
child namespaces MacOSX.xcodeproj and MainMenu.nib 

 

 Figure 14: Namespaces of Irrlicht 1.1 

The total number of artifacts is drawn in a bar chart as shown in Figure 15. The 
bar chart consists of 698 red lines; each red line is representing an artifact and the 
length of each red line represents size of respective artifact used in the Irrlicht 1.1 
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 Figure 15: Artifacts of Irrlicht 1.1 

 

Complexes graphs based on all the used 532 include in irrlich 1.1 along with their 
relationship with each other with respect to the namespace are presented in Figure 
16. 
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 Figure 16: Include of Irrlicht 1.1 

All the files used in Irrlicht 1.1 are drawn with respect to their type and size are 
drawn in a tree map as shown in Figure 17 like files represented in the pink 
represents the CPP files (“.cpp” files), green colored files represents the used doc 
files (“.doc” files) 

 

 Figure 17: File tree map of Irrlicht 1.1 

5.5.3 Calculate defined traditional measures of Irrlicht 1.1 
In this section we have calculated the already defined traditional measures of 
Irrlicht 1.1.  We have mapped the measurement results in Table 8. Further more 
the used SQL queries in M-System to calculate the measures are also presented in 
Table 8.  

Measure name Query  Results 
Coupling SQL Total 
CLD SELECT Class.Package, Class.Name,1+max(Inherits.ParentIndex) 

AS CLD  
FROM Class JOIN Inherits ON Class.Id = Inherits.TypeId 
WHERE Class.SubSystemId = !Id! 
GROUP BY Class.Id 
ORDER BY CLD DESC 

21 

DIT SELECT Class.Package, Class.Name, count(*) as DIT 
FROM Class JOIN Inherits 

145 
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ON Class.Id = Inherits.ClassId 
WHERE Inherits.SubSystemId= !Id! 
GROUP BY Class.Id 
ORDER BY DIT DESC 

NOC SELECT Class.Package, Class.Name, count(*) AS NOC FROM 
Inherits JOIN Class 
ON Inherits.TypeId = Class.Id 
WHERE Class.SubSystemId = !Id! 
GROUP BY Class.Id 
ORDER BY NOC DESC 

21 

 Table 8: Traditional measures of Irrlicht 1.1   

5.5.4 Calculate defined product line measures of Irrlicht 1.1 
In this section we have calculated the already defined product line measures of 
Irrlicht 1.1. We have mapped measurement and used SQL queries in M-System to 
calculate the measures are also presented in Table 9.   

Measure name Query  Results 
Coupling SQL Total 
NIT SELECT Package1.Id as Node1, Package1.Name as label1, 

       Package2.Id as Node2, Package2.Name as label2 
FROM Package as Package1 JOIN Package as Package2 
ON Package1.Id = Package2.ParentId 
WHERE Package1.SubSystemId= !Id! 

6 

NOA SELECT  
ParentPackage.Id as  Node1, "box" as shape1, "filled" as 
style1, "white" as color1, ParentPackage.Name as label1,"1" 
as group1, 
Package.Id as Node2,        "box" as shape2, "filled" as style2, 
"white" as color2, Package.Name       as label2,"1" as group2 
FROM Package as ParentPackage JOIN Package 
WHERE ParentPackage.Id = Package.ParentId AND 
Package.SubSystemId= !Id! 
 
UNION 
 
SELECT  
Package.Id as Node1,                "box" as shape1, "filled" as 
style1, "white" as color1, Package.Name as label1,"1" as 
group1, 
CONCAT("aid", Artifact.Id) as Node2,"box" as shape2, 
"filled" as style2, "green" as color2, Artifact.Type as 
label2,"2" as group2 

704 
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FROM Package JOIN Artifact 
WHERE Package.Id = Artifact.PackageId 
AND Package.SubSystemId = !Id! 

CI SELECT  
parent.Id as Node2, parent.Name as label2, 
son.Id as Node1, son.name as label1 
FROM 
Class as son JOIN Inherits 
ON son.Id = Inherits.ClassId 
JOIN Class as parent 
ON parent.Id = Inherits.TypeId 
 
WHERE son.SubSystemId= !Id! AND 
Inherits.ParentIndex=0 

97 

 Table 9: Product line measure 

5.6 Analysis 
During the static analysis both the versions 1.0 and 1.1 of Irrlicht are analyzed. 
The observed experimental units of the source code are presented in Table 10.  

Characteristic Name Irrlicht 
1.0  

Irrlicht 
1.1 

Observation Observation 

Software 
characteristics  

Ver 1.0 Ver 1.1 Absolute 
Improvement  in 
Ver 1.1 

Relative Improvement 
in Ver 1.1 

Artifacts 776 698 78 10.51 % 
Namespaces 8 7 1 12.50 % 
Components 561 482 79 14.08 % 
Decisions 703 445 258 36.70 % 
Define Macros 609 447 162 26.60 % 
Pragma Directives 11 10 1 9.09 % 
Macro Expressions 402 276 126 31.34 % 
Classes  333 207 126 37.84 % 
Include 1027 532 495 48.20 % 

 Table 10: Software Characteristic 
Comparison  

We have first performed the analysis of source code characteristics and calculate 
the absolute and relative improvement in the latest version 1.1 as compared to th 
version 1.1 of Irrlicht 1.0. After analyzing the results we have come to know that 
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the number source code with respect to each characteristic has been decreased as 
presented in Table 10 shown in Error! Reference source not found.. 
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 Figure 18: Analysis Source code characteristics  

Then on the basis of results obtained as the static analysis of software source code 
characteristics, traditional and product line measures of both versions are 
calculates which are presented in Table 11 and Table 12. 

Traditional 
Measure  

Irrlicht  Irrlicht  Fault Proneness Fault Proneness 

Coupling Ver 1.0 Ver 1.1 Absolute Improvement   Relative Improvement  
CLD  66 21  45        68.18 %  
DIT  232 145 87 37.5 % 
NOC  64 21 43 67.18 % 
 Table 11: Traditional Measurement Results  

PL 
Measure  

Irrlicht  Irrlicht  Fault Proneness Fault Proneness 

Coupling Ver 1.0 Ver 1.1 Absolute Improvement   Relative Improvement  
NIT 7 6 1        14.28 % 
NOA 783 704 79 10.08 % 
CIR 160 97 63 39.37 % 
 Table 12: Product line measurement results   
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Then we have preformed the analysis of the obtained results by calculating the 
traditional and product line measures of both the versions (1.0 & 1.1) of Irrlicht. 
After analyzing the results by calculating the absolute and relative improvement 
of fault proneness in Irrlicht 1.1 as compared to Irrlicht 1.0, we have identified 
that the traditional and product line are decreased in Irrlicht 1.1 as compared to 
Irrlicht 1.0. If we see the results in Table 11 then we come to know that the 
number of CLD, DIT and NOC measures have been decreased in the Irrlicht 1.1 
with respect to the Irrlicht 1.0, which shown that the number of fault proneness is 
decreasing as shown in Figure 19. 
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 Figure 19: Analysis Traditional Measure 

 

Further more If we observe the results in Table 12 then we come to know that the 
number of NIT, NOA and CIR measures have been decreased in the Irrlicht 1.1 
with respect to the Irrlicht 1.0, which shown that the decrease in the number of 
fault proneness shown in Figure 20. 
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 Figure 20: Analysis Product line measure  

We have observed as presented in Table 13, that correlation between traditional 
and product line measures is +0.93. This resultant correlation value shows that 
there is a strong relationship between traditional and product line measures. As the 
resultant value is positive “+”, so we can say higher traditional measure, higher 
will be the product line measure.  

SPL Application  Measure  Measure  
Ver Traditional Values Product Line Values 
Irrlicht 1.0 CLD 66 NIT 7 
Irrlicht 1.0 DIT 232 NOA 783 
Irrlicht 1.0 NOC 64 CIR 160 
Irrlicht 1.1 CLD 21 NIT 6 
Irrlicht 1.1 DIT 145 NOA 704 
Irrlicht 1.1 NOC 21 CIR 97 
Correlation +0.93 
 Table 13: Correlation between traditional & 

product line measures 

So in the end we have concluded that according to hypothesis H1 the static 
analysis of a C/C++ source code (Irrlicht 1.0 & 1.1) has been performed and 
results are presented in the form the source code characteristics. Unfortunately as 
the whole, we are not succeeded in analyzing all the internal and external software 
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product characteristics of Irrlicht. So because of this we could not able to 
completely prove our hypothesis H1.  

Next according to the hypothesis H2 traditional and product line measures are 
calculated and the strong correlation between them is identified. So, we have 
proved that there is a strong relationship between the traditional and product line 
measures. 

In the end according to the last hypothesis H3, the fault proneness has been 
indicated by analyzing the different versions of software product line application 
Irrlicht 1.0 and 1.1. The obtained measurement results have proved that the rate of 
fault proneness has been decreased in the latest version 1.1 as compared to 1.0 of 
Irrlicht.  

5.7 Limitations & Threats 
During the static analysis of Irrlicht 1.0 & 1.1 some experimental units are not 
considered, because the current M-System NT was not able to resolve all the code 
components of the Irrlicht. These experimental units are based on enumerators, 
templates (class & function) and some local declarations. These units neither 
analyzed nor stored in to the relational database management system by M-
System-NT. Due to this reason we never able to  calculate some traditional and 
product line measures like coupling between objects and methods etc.  

During the implementation phase we have implemented these features and also 
tested using some raw datasets but unfortunately we could not able to find and fix 
these issues properly. Furthermore to calculate the fault proneness in an accurate 
way, the number of defect were not explicitly provided by the Irrlicht.  These 
limitations are happened due to the short time and less number of resources for the 
implementation part.  

5.8 Summary & Conclusion  
Our proposed approach, through above discussed evaluation process clearly 
provides the mechanism to perform the static source code analysis and extracts the 
information about general software characteristics of software product line 
application developed in C/C++ language. Our proposed approach also provides 
the mechanism to calculate the traditional and product line measures consisting on 
the complex relationship between the elements of the source code. Through this 
mechanism, source code is first analyzed using conditional compilation process, 
then the obtained information as the result kept in the relational database 
management system. Therefore on requirement the desired data can be retrieved 
by writing and executing the quires to RDBMS. Complex relationship between 
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the variations points are then graphically displayed using visualization. More over 
the traditional measures (CLD, DIT and NOC) and product line measures (NIT, 
NOA and CIR) are also calculated from the source code 

This over all process helps the practitioner in extracting and quantitatively 
managing the variation points present in preprocess C/C++ source code by 
providing the information about the increase or decrease in fault proneness by 
analyzing the different versions of a software product line application. Further 
more it also provides the strong correlation between the traditional and product 
line measures.  

Some limitations are also identified in the implementation of M-System-NT 
during the empirical evaluation. But still in the end our evaluation process proves 
to be a successful solution in identifying, visualizing and measuring the variation 
points through conditional compilation variability mechanism, which can be used 
to ease variability management in the context of software product line.  

As the last comments of the summary we have concluded by analyzing a real time 
open source application Irrlicht Engine 1.0 & 1.1 developed in C/C++ language, 
that our proposed approach can be a good solution in managing the variabilities.  
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6 Summary 
This chapter provides the over all summary of this master research thesis. The 
concluded results after the application and evaluation of our proposed solution to 
the targeted problem are described in this chapter. Further more in the end of the 
last chapter of research thesis we have described the future work and 
recommendations for the followers. 

6.1 Summary and Discussion 
Software product line is a set of products integrated with each other to become a 
single solution. Variability is a very important attribute and the central concept of 
software product line development which leads to the concept of software 
reusability which configured to different contexts like cost reduction, fast and 
reliable development and improved quality. Identifying and managing variabilities 
between software product line members is a very hectic task.  

This master research thesis is actually about to handle the variabilities by 
analyzing preprocess source code. In order to archive and manage the complex 
variation points present in the software product line applications a solution is 
presented in this research thesis. Before proposition of our solution, we have also 
discussed some already available and explicitly presented solutions relevant to our 
target problem (section 1.3) in chapter 2. But unfortunately none of the above 
discussed related work was seemed to helpful in providing the solution.  

In the solution part 3.1, we have proposed an approach consisting of three major 
components Analyze, Visualize and Measure. We have implemented this solution 
with the application of conditional compilation mechanism only for the software 
product line applications developed in C/C++ languages. There is no such tool 
was already present which analyze the preprocess C/C++ source code, store the 
results in relational database management system and then also provide the 
mechanism to calculate the measure. There fore we have decided to adopt the 
already developed solution by Fraunhofer IESE to analyze, visualize and calculate 
the measures of preprocess source code of Java language. We have adopted the 
main already developed architecture, enhanced and modified that according to our 
requirements. The whole system architecture was consisting three main layers M-
System-Analyzer, M-System-Measure, M-System-Visualize and one supporting 
layer M-System-DB. M-System-Analyzer is used to analyze the preprocess 
C/C++ source code, M-System-Visualize represents the obtained results with 
visual effects and M-System-Measure is used to calculate the measure from the 
source code. M-System-DB is used to store and retrieve the results from relational 
database management system by writing and executing the queries.  
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Our proposed was approach then implemented in the form of a real time plate 
form independent application, which then evaluated by using version 1.0 & 1.1  of 
a software product line application Irrlicht developed in C/C++ language. The 
results obtained from the empirical evaluation were presented to prove our 
proposed solution works well for software product line application. The goal of 
this research thesis was to identify, visualize and measure the variabilities from 
preprocess C/C++ source code, and the objective was to help the software 
practitioner in managing the variabilities in context of software product line, is 
achieved. 

6.2 Future Work  
Our proposed solution is mainly concerned with the analysis, visualization and 
measurement. Therefore the further future work focus on extension of the 
functionalities of the application with respect to the Analysis, Visualization and 
Measurement.  

6.2.1 Analysis 
In the analysis part it was required to write a new lexer and parser, which can be 
then used to tokenize and understand the semantic of preprocess C/C++ source 
code. Due to the short of time, less number of resources for the implementation 
and complex behavior of C/C++ language, we were only able to implement a 
complete lexer to tokenize the source code, but we could not able to produce a 
complete parser to semantically understand behavior of the C/C++ source code. 
The entire present features have already been mentioned in section 4.8.1 are 
present in this version of implemented solution but as for as the future work is 
concerned with respect to the analysis part, but it is still require to improve the 
quality of parser. The quality of already developed parser is required to be 
improved by analyzing more real time applications; observing the produced 
results and fix the grammatical bugs if present in already implemented work. 
More over it is also required to improve code model functionality to build the 
code model of enumerators, function templates and class templates which then 
can be stored in the relational database management system.  

6.2.2 Visualization 
The visualization component works well in producing the graphical results in bar 
charts, graphs and tree maps. Visualization can be improved by enhancing the 
already implemented functionality in more flexible and understandable ways like 
visualization of the results in 3D diagrams. 
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6.2.3 Measurement 
The variability measures by calculating the measures of variation points and its 
related data is already proposed. We have calculated the traditional measures DIR, 
CLD etc and product line measures NIT, NOA etc and structure through querying 
the results form relational database management system. These calculated 
measures are based on the stored information from analysis part. As the analysis 
part will be improved the measurement past will definitely also be required to 
improve with respect to the analysis part.   
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